Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Cloud computing is a kind of widely-used distributed computing technology \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\]. Its basic concept is to automatically divide the huge computing processing program into numerous smaller subroutines through the network, and then hand the processing results back to the user after searching, calculating and analyzing by a large system of multiple servers \[[@CR4]--[@CR6]\]. With this technology, web service providers can process tens of millions, if not billions, of information in a matter of seconds, reaching a network service as powerful as a supercomputer \[[@CR7], [@CR8]\]. Cloud computing is a resource delivery and usage model, it means get resource (Hardware, software) via network. The network of providing resource is called 'Cloud'. The hardware resource in the 'Cloud' seems scalable infinitely and can be used whenever \[[@CR9]--[@CR11]\].

Cloud computing is the product of the rapid development of computer science and technology. However, the problem of computer network security in the background of cloud computing brings a lot of trouble to people's life, work and study \[[@CR12]--[@CR14]\]. Therefore, scientific and effective management measures should be taken in combination with the characteristics of cloud computing technology to minimize the risk of computer network security and improve the stability and security of computer network. This paper briefly introduces cloud computing, analyzes the network security problem of computer under cloud computing, and expounds the network security protection measures under cloud computing.

Model Construction of Cloud Computing Technology in Data Processing {#Sec2}
===================================================================

Processing data by cloud computing can save the energy expenditure and reduce the dealing cost of big data, so that it can improve the healthy development of cloud computing technology. Analyzing big data by cloud computing technology can be shown by a directed acyclic data flow graph $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For the different customer demands, building an optimized resource-allocated model to build the application model that processed by big data. The built-in network link structure for big data information processing as follows:

In Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, the i^th^ transmission package in the cloud computer is i^th^. Let Ti represent the transmission time of i^th^. The interval of Component is mapped to thread or process is showed by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ j_{i} = T_{i} - T_{d} $$\end{document}$ in the range of (−∞, ∞), the weight of node I is W~i~ which computing time, the detail application model of big data information processing is shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}Fig. 1.Built-in network link structure for big data information processing Fig. 2.The application model of the big data information processing

The Formulation of Cloud Computing in Computer Data Processing {#Sec3}
==============================================================

In the mobile cloud system model, the grid architecture that relies on local computing resources and the wireless network to build cloud computing, which will select the components of data flow graph to migrate to the cloud, Computer data processing cloud computing formula modeling, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The energy overhead of data flow migrating between groups in mobile cloud computing is described as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Main Characteristics of Network Security Technology {#Sec4}
===================================================

Security {#Sec5}
--------

In the context of big data, cloud computing, users can save the data in the cloud and then process and manage the data. Compared with the original network technology, it has certain data network risks, but its security coefficient is higher. Cloud security technology can utilize modern network security technology to realize centralizing upgrade and guarantee the overall security of big data. Since the data is stored in the cloud, enhancing the cloud management is the only way to ensure the security of the data.

Convenience {#Sec6}
-----------

Big data stored in the cloud usually affects network data. Most enterprises will connect multiple servers so as to build computing terminals with strong performance. Cloud computing itself has the convenience. Customers of its hardware facilities do not need to purchase additional services. They only need to purchase storage and computing services. Due to its particularity, cloud computing can effectively reduce resource consumption and is also a new form of energy conservation and environmental protection.

Participatory {#Sec7}
-------------

When local computers encounter risks, data stored in the cloud will not be affected, nor will it be lost, and at the same time these data will be shared. The sharing and transfer of raw data is generally based on physical connections, and then data transfer is implemented. Compared with the original data research, data sharing in big data cloud computing can be realized by using the cloud. Users can collect data with the help of various terminals, so as to have a strong data sharing function.

Security Issues {#Sec8}
===============

System Vulnerabilities {#Sec9}
----------------------

Most computer networks have risks from system vulnerabilities. Criminals use illegal means to make use of system vulnerabilities to invade other systems. System vulnerabilities not only include the vulnerabilities of the computer network system itself, but also can easily affect the computer system due to the user's downloading of unknown plug-ins, thus causing system vulnerability problems.

Virus Invasion {#Sec10}
--------------

With the continuous development of the network, its virus forms are also diverse, but mainly refers to a destructive program created by human factors. Due to the diversity of the virus, the degree of impact is also different. Customer information and files of enterprises can be stolen by viruses, resulting in huge economic losses, and some of the viruses are highly destructive, which will not only damage the relevant customer data, but also cause network system paralysis.

Data Storage {#Sec11}
------------

In the context of big data cloud computing, external storage of the cloud computing platform can be realized through various distributed facilities. The service characteristic index of the system is mainly evaluated through high efficiency, security and stability. Storage security plays a very important role in the computer network system. Computer network system has different kinds, large storage, the data has diversified characteristics. The traditional storage methods have been unable to meet the needs of social development. Optimizing the data encryption methods cannot meet the demand of the network. The deployment of cloud computing data and finishing need data storage has certain stability and security, to avoid economic losses to the user.

Network Management {#Sec12}
------------------

In order to ensure data security, it is necessary to strengthen computer network management. All computer managers and application personnel are the main body of computer network security management.

If the network management personnel do not have a comprehensive understanding of their responsibilities and adopt an unreasonable management method, data leakage will occur. Especially for enterprise, government and other information management, network security management is very important. In the process of application, many computers do not pay enough attention to network security management, leading to the crisis of computer intrusion, thus causing data exposure problems.

Ways to Achieve Network Security {#Sec13}
================================

Save and Encrypt Data {#Sec14}
---------------------

One of the main factors influencing the big data cloud save system is data layout. Exploring it at the present stage is usually combined with the characteristics of the data to implement the unified layout. Management and preservation function are carried out through data type distribution, and the data is encrypted. The original data stored in more than one cloud, different data management level has different abilities to resist attacks. For cloud computing, data storage, transmission and sharing can apply encryption technology. During data transmission, the party receiving the data can decrypt the encrypted data, so as to prevent the data from being damaged or stolen during the transmission.

Build Network Walls {#Sec15}
-------------------

The intelligent firewall can identify the data through statistics, decision-making, memory and other ways, and achieve the effect of access control. By using the mathematical concept, it can eliminate the large-scale computing methods applied in the matching verification process and realize the mining of the network's own characteristics, so as to achieve the effect of direct access and control. The intelligent firewall technology includes risk identification, data intrusion prevention and outlaw personnel supply warning. Compared with the original firewall technology, the intelligent firewall technology can further prevent the network system from being damaged by human factors and improve the security of network data.

Introduction of Encryption Protection Technology {#Sec16}
------------------------------------------------

The system encryption technology is generally divided into public key and private key with the help of encryption algorithm to prevent the system from being attacked. Meanwhile, service operators are given full attention to monitor the network operation and improve the overall security of the network. In addition, users should improve their operation management of data. In the process of being attacked by viruses, static and dynamic technologies are used. Dynamic technologies are efficient in operation and can support multiple types of resources.

Use Case: Shenzhen E-Government Resource Center Security Isolation System {#Sec17}
=========================================================================

Safety isolation system is usually called virtualizes distributed firewalls (VDFW). It made up of security isolation system centralized management center and security service virtual machine (SVM). The main role of this system is to achieve network security. The key functions of the system are as follows.

Access Control {#Sec18}
--------------

Access control functions analyze source/destination IP addresses, MAC address, port and protocol, time, application characteristics, virtual machine object, user and other dimensions based on state detection access control. Meanwhile, it supports many functions, including the access control policy grouping, search, conflict detection.

Intrusion Defense {#Sec19}
-----------------

Intrusion prevention module judge the intrusion behavior by using protocol analysis and pattern recognition, statistical threshold and comprehensive technical means such as abnormal traffic monitoring. It can accurately block eleven categories of more than 4000 kinds of network attacks, including overflow attacks, RPC attack, WEBCGI attack, denial of service, trojans, worms, system vulnerabilities. Moreover, it supports custom rules to detect and alert network attack traffic, abnormal messages in traffic, abnormal traffic, flood and other attacks.

Malicious Code Protection {#Sec20}
-------------------------

It can check and kill the Trojan, worm, macro, script and other malicious codes contained in the email body/attachments, web pages and download files based on streaming and transparent proxy technology. It supports FTP, HTTP, pop3, SMTP and other protocols.

Apply Identification {#Sec21}
--------------------

It identifies the traffic of various application layers, identify over 2000 protocols; its built-in thousands of application recognition feature library.

Conclusion {#Sec22}
==========

This paper studies the cloud and big data technology. In the context of large data cloud computing, the computer network security problem is gradually a highlight, and in this case, the computer network operation condition should be combined with the modern network frame safety technology, so as to ensure the security of the network information, thus creating a safe network operation environment for users.
